Study of structure-function relationships in human glutamate dehydrogenases reveals novel molecular mechanisms for the regulation of the nerve tissue-specific (GLUD2) isoenzyme.
In mammalian brain, glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) is located predominantly in astrocytes, where is thought to play a role in transmitter glutamate's metabolism. Human GDH exists in GLUD1 (housekeeping) and GLUD2 (nerve tissue-specific) isoforms, which share all but 15 out of their 505 amino acids. The GLUD1 GDH is potently inhibited by GTP, whereas the GLUD2 enzyme is resistant to this compound. On the other hand, the GLUD2 isoform assumes in the absence of GTP a conformational state associated with little catalytic activity, but it remains amenable to full activation by ADP and/or L-leucine. Site-directed mutagenesis of the GLUD1 gene at sites that differ from the corresponding residues of the GLUD2 gene showed that replacement of Gly456 by Ala made the enzyme resistant to GTP (IC(50)=2.8+/-0.15 microM) compared to the wild-type GDH (IC(50)=0.19+/-0.01 microM). In addition, substitution of Ser for Arg443 virtually abolished basal activity and rendered the enzyme dependent on ADP for its function. These properties may permit the neural enzyme to be recruited under conditions of low energy charge (high ADP:ATP ratio), similar to those that prevail in synaptic astrocytes during intense glutamatergic transmission. Hence, substitution of Ser for Arg443 and Ala for Gly456 are the main evolutionary changes that led to the adaptation of the GLUD2 GDH to the unique metabolic needs of the nerve tissue.